Ch. 1
Cornell Notes

Unfamiliar Vocab
- recumbent
- "fatta the lan"

Blue
Most important part is understanding the relationship between Lennie and George. It's a very big part in the story of how their relationship is and why it's like that. George gets so frustrated with Lennie because he can't remember anything.

Identify

Explain why I chose...

Questions (red)
- Why can't Lennie remember things well?
- Why does he like petting mice so much?
- What kind of trouble does he get into?

I learned that George takes care of Lennie a lot. He gets Lennie out of things, helps him do things and just overall helps him out. They are really good friends or else George wouldn't do that for Lennie.

I learned this from just reading and comprehending how they act towards each other.

Yellow:
George always says he has to get Lennie out of trouble.
Lennie always wants dead mice to pet and I think that means he needs comfort.

In conclusion to chapter one, I learned that George and Lennie have a very interesting, loving relationship. I also learned Lennie has issues remembering things and he is the caring one. George cares for Lennie, but